
TOP
7 MISTAKES
Don’t make these mistakes when 

you install ducted air conditioning



Your air conditioner’s capacity 
is too small for your home

When you are researching air conditioning systems or 

comparing quotes, make sure the air conditioner units 

you are reviewing have a similar Net Rated Capacity kW.
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Without the appropriate kW capacity, an air 

conditioning system, especially in the extreme 

Australian climate, may not be able to adequately cool 

your home on a hot day.  

At Quality Air,  we give you a live heat load calculator 

with your quotation so you can be assured of the right 

kW requirements for your home.



Your ducted air conditioning 
system doesn’t run eiciently

There are two types of compressors within the outdoor 

unit of the air conditioner.  The Fixed Speed Compressor 

or the Variable Speed (Inverter) Compressor.  
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The ixed speed compressor will constantly run at 100% 

of its capacity at full speed and stops and starts its 

motor to maintain the desired temperature.  Whereas, 

an Inverter compressor, will vary and luctuate its 

speed from 40-100%, in order to maintain a consistent 

temperature, this means it doesn’t stop and start its 

motor and, as a result, is much more energy eicient.



You decide on cooling only 
rather than reverse cycle

For a marginally extra cost or no cost at all your ducted 

air conditioning system will heat and cool, keeping you 

comfortable all year round. 
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You are unable to personalise 
the airlow to each room

Ask about climate control systems, such as the MyAir 

or Zone 10.  These components allow you to control 

how much airlow each room receives in precise 10% 

increments and you can even control the airlow via your 

iPhone or iPad.
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For peace of mind ask about 
total installation warranty

Your system equipment (the evaporator and condenser 

set) is covered with the manufacturer’s warranty, 

generally about 5 years.
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However, what about the installation components 

(such as, ducting, airlow vents, zone controls, wiring 

etc.)? All the equipment used to make the system fully 

operational.  Make sure a substantial warranty is ofered. 

We ofer a 5 year total installation warranty* on all parts 

and labour to ensure your system runs smoothly for you 

for many years to come.

*Terms & Conditions apply.



You need to save up irst

Get it now with interest free inance* that includes 

lexible payment options (weekly, fortnightly or 

monthly).

Read more about Once Credit interest free inance
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Terms, conditions, fees charges & lending criteria apply.   Finance provided by Once Credit Pty Limited ACN 112 319 632 t/a MyBuy,                  

Australian Credit Licence 386 194.

*

http://www.qualityac.com.au/ducted-air-conditioning-company-brisbane/payment-and-finance-terms/


You opt to install split systems 
instead

While split systems deinitely have their merit, if you are 

air conditioning more than 3 rooms, look into ducted 

air conditioning.
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Ducted air conditioning is one of the most eicient 

ways to heat and most importantly, in our climate, cool 

your home.  At the touch of a button, you can have 

diferent rooms heated or cooled accordingly and with 

new technology, you can even have diferent rooms 

set to diferent temperatures, all whilst maintaining the 

maximum in energy eiciency, all this with prices starting 

from only $7500.



To contact us or for more information

Call: 07 3395 7633 

or email: sales@qualityac.com.au 

QUALITY AIR 
Air Conditioning and Electrical Contractors
Residential & Commercial


